Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Experience
Galaxy RPV, Blimps, Airships:
In 2000 Galaxy RPV was formed and began development in both fixed wing and
LTA UAS designs. Several critical design elements for airships were
developed in both indoor and outdoor applications. Galaxy Blimps was
formed in 2006, and later partnered with SCA promotions as the
primary financial backer. Over this time Galaxy has developed
unmanned airships capable of lifting high quality broadcast gimbals
while generating a solid network of contacts amongst the highly
competitive network broadcast community as well as key government
contacts involved with the FAA, FBI and other government agencies in
both the United States and Canada. Galaxy is playing a key role in the
certification process and legalization of large unmanned airships in the
United States through its contacts with the FAA and FBI.

Fixed Wing UAS Profiles:
Galaxy Mk I – This UAS was a converted sport aircraft of Galaxy’s own design that
was used to test aerial photography and video principles as well as experiment with
various autonomous flight systems. Several lessons were learned from
this vehicle and it even performed a job for a local production company
acquiring stock aerial video footage of a golf course used in a golf TV
show. It took aerial video of 3 different holes on the golf course,
simulating ball flight paths and low and high altitude fairway/green
flyovers.

Galaxy Mk II “Orbiter” – The “Orbiter” was an ongoing UAS project developed entirely in house for the purpose of
carrying larger camera payloads, and internal development of Galaxy’s UAS capabilities. It logged
several flight hours and acquired aerial footage used for internal demonstration videos and was
used to gather aerial footage for the Outdoor Life Network (OLN) on “The Hunt for Bigfoot”
episode of Mysterious Encounters.
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ISR UAS – This UAS was designed and developed in house for the Institute for
Science and Research (ISR) and is still in use today for both the ISR and NASA.
The ISR UAS was designed, constructed, and tested on a very short schedule
under a tight budget. It demonstrated superior flight characteristics and was
regarded as a success for the program utilizing it.

Key UAS Airship Profiles:
22ft Indoor/Outdoor Gas/Electric Blimp – The first foray for Galaxy
into unmanned airship design came in the form of a modified
surplus 22ft tethered bag from a local inflatables vender. This blimp
was designed on a shoe-string budget in late 2000 and flew several
jobs for both indoor and outdoor aerial advertising, photography,
and video. Utilizing “back of the napkin” experimental design
methods this blimp served as a test bed for future innovative design features utilized in our later
blimps.

30ft Outdoor Blimp – The Galaxy Airship 30 was our first airship with a 30ft bag designed completely in
house. This blimp was also fitted with a camera and performed numerous aerial video and photography
roles, and was also featured on “The Hunt for Bigfoot” episode of Mysterious Encounters on OLN. This
blimp performed exceptionally well and launched our mid-sized blimp manufacturing and operations
efforts due to the interest generated and potential system scalability.
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35ft Class Outdoor Blimps – Drawing on past experience and with a desire to get maximum volume
while maintaining an aerodynamic shape this class blimp went along way to developing the ultimate
configuration and shape primarily utilized by Galaxy, unless unique circumstances or design
requirements specify otherwise. The original shape and its “heavy lifter” successor has been a very
successful model both in terms of sales and performance in the field. Designed to fit in a 35ft trailer
this blimp is highly versatile and cost effective and did a great deal to generate the eventual interest
that launched Galaxy into the larger class ships. Five blimps were custom built and sold to
individuals and businesses including clients in Santiago, Chili and Guadalajara, Mexico.

40ft “Heavy Lifter” Blimp – In order to lift greater payloads and gain additional altitude this
airship was designed as a scaled up version of the 35ft “heavy lifter” blimp featuring an
internal ballonet. Designed specifically for the use and sale to the University of Kobe
Japan, this blimp was tested and delivered to the clients satisfaction, and continues to
provide research for the University.
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60ft Broadcast Proof-of-Concept – Upon teaming up
with SCA Promotions for financing and after being
approached by a prominent aerial broadcast operator,
Bob Michaelson, Galaxy began experimenting with
large blimps for the purpose of carrying hi-def gyro
stabilized camera payloads for the use in live and prerecorded broadcasts. This airship employed several new design features and pushed the industry by conducting actual
broadcast events and performed numerous demonstration flights for government agencies and potential clients alike across
the United States. This blimp was eventually sold to the University of Delaware so that a larger prototype ship could begin
production and has been a great success while providing key design needs for its successor. A demonstration of this blimps
successful broadcast work is available at http://www.galaxyairships.com.

75ft Broadcast Prototype Blimp – This blimp was a culmination of the lessons learned
from prior airships and exceeded performance expectations for a blimp of its size and
mass before it was eventually lost to an unfortunate hangar fire due to a faulty battery
from the manufacturer. This blimp was certified on paper to fly in Canada and was set to
perform UAS certification flights in Canada in April of 2009. During flight trials at Dallas
Executive Airport this blimp logged several successful hours both with and without a
broadcast camera attached, and provided ample data and aerial imagery to advance
the next generation airship. Utilizing footage gathered during its flight trials Galaxy has
made a demonstration video featuring its unique abilities available for download at
http://www.galaxyairships.com.
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75ft-80ft “Production Model” Broadcast Blimp – This airship is set for
construction upon acquisition of investment financing. It will utilize the
design principles from the above large scale blimps with upgrades in
key areas while utilizing Galaxy’s unique airship innovations that have
allowed prior blimps to outperform ships of similar mass and
displacement. This blimp, like its predecessors has been designed
with an electronics backbone to support fully autonomous upgrades;
providing a highly diverse aerial platform that can be utilized by any
number of potential clients drawn from Galaxy’s large network of
contacts in the areas of primary
purchasers, leasers, business partners,
and strategic contacts essential to aid
in industry penetration and integration
for both civil and government/military
uses.
Indoor Blimps:
Since 2000 Galaxy has made great improvements to the design of current indoor
remote control blimps typically used at sporting events, trade shows, and conventions.
Since 2001 Galaxy has been the primary remote control blimp contractor and operator
for the Dallas Stars and later the Dallas Mavericks, and currently pilots the 20ft “Pepper
1” Chili’s blimp for both organizations. Galaxy has also built and delivered several
indoor blimps for other sports franchises and Universities. Galaxy can and has
designed custom shapes and varying sized blimps for use in indoor venues for any
occasion. Models ranging from 8ft to 20ft typically feature power configurations capable
of extreme maneuverability and allow for blimp tricks not typically seen among typical
competitors’ blimps.
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Sport Aircraft:
Sport aircraft play a large role in the development of flight skills such as precision aerobatics, unpredictable pilot contingency
scenarios (engine cut-outs, weather, heavy traffic, etc), and test vehicle development. Other implicit skills are aircraft
engineering and design, construction techniques, aircraft electronics development, etc. Galaxy retains several employees
possessing these skills and abilities and has pilots on hand with superior piloting ability with a proven track record.
Pre-Galaxy - Loral Vought Systems (Formerly LTV):
In 1989 our associates worked closely with Loral Vought Systems, then LTV, on a
series of multi-role drones. These drones were designed to fit in a large bomb or
missile that would release several drones, once over the combat zone, that would
then seek out various targets and dive into them; destroying them.
This project spanned over two years and included four experimental drones and
several display models. The drones were fitted with various types of sensory
equipment, and incorporated some autonomous flight technology. Our associates
designed, built, maintained, and piloted every experimental RPV relating to this
project.
Drone Profiles:
Giant Killer - This aircraft was designed and built completely in house by our associates. The purpose of the Giant Killer was
to "piggy-back" a smaller UAV, the sub-munitions prototype, to a sufficient altitude where it was dropped and then piloted.
Sub-munitions prototype - Nicknamed "Blivot", this compact aircraft's primary objective was to seek out a
designated target, once released, and dive toward it. Once the Blivot was directly over the target, it would
either collide with the target or simply explode above it, depending on the munitions specifications. The
design parameters for the prototype our associates produced called for basic flight from a specified
altitude with a parachute recovery system. One Blivot was produced and conducted numerous successful
test flights without major incident.
Pathfinder - The Pathfinder was the "eye-in-the-sky" for the Blivots. The role of the Pathfinder was to scan
the target area and designate which Blivot would attack what
target. After all sub-munitions were delivered, the Pathfinder
would then dive into a remaining target. The prototype
produced by our associates was equipped with flight data input
equipment, onboard computers, and an in-flight camera. The
primary objective for the test vehicle was to test autonomous
flight capabilities. The Pathfinder flew several successful
missions and provided valuable information for LTV and was
the catalyst to its successor, the Validator.
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Validator - The Validator was the final RPV in this project. It performed the same duties as the Pathfinder, and was designed
under the same parameters. The Validator was a much-improved Pathfinder. This aircraft was flown until the projects end
without major incident.

Army:
While serving in the Army Tony White earned several assignments related to UAVs from running a target range UAV
program to early stage piloting and consulting for programs that later developed into the current predator program. He flew
RCMATs (Radio Controlled Miniature Aerial Targets) for 3 of his 4 years in the service.

________________________________________
Summary:
Our associates’ experiences have given Galaxy the tools necessary to accomplish any project relating to unmanned aerial
systems. We can take ideas from “back-of-the-napkin” conceptual design to final implementation in various fields of operation
in a relatively short period of time. We offer practical UAS solutions for both military and civilian organizations alike. Our
piloting and construction techniques have been tried and tested with great success in a variety of demanding situations.
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75ft Blimp CAD Parts Illustrations
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